
 

 

4.0 ACCIDENT – INCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS POLICY 

  
4.1 Purpose 
 
The purpose of this policy and investigating accidents and incidents is to prevent a recurrence of the 
hazardous condition causing the event. This policy presents a practicable approach to investigating 
workplace accidents and incidents by emphasizing how to find the root cause(s), conduct an investigation, 
and make effective recommendations to prevent similar occurrences from ever happening again. 
 
“Insert Company Name Here” will investigate serious accidents as well as any incidents that: 
 

a. Result in an injury or illness to a worker requiring medical treatment; 
 

b. Did not involve injury or illness to a worker, or involved only minor injury not requiring medical 
treatment, but had a potential for causing serious injury or illness to a worker;  
 

c. Occur resulting in loss or damage sustained to material, equipment or property. 
 
Accident and Incidents in the workplace will be investigated for the following purposes: 
 

a. To fulfill legal requirements; 
 

b. Determine the cause of accidents and incidents; 
 

c. To ascertain compliance with applicable safety regulations;  
 

d. To determine the cost of an accident, and 
 

e. To determine what happened and why, so the steps can be taken to prevent a recurrence. 
 
4.2 Definitions 
 
“Accident” means an unplanned event that interrupts the completion of an activity, and that may (or may 
not) include injury or property damage. 
 
“Incident” means an unexpected event that did not cause injury or damage this time but had the potential. 
“Near miss” and “dangerous occurrence” are also terms for an event that could have caused harm but did 
not. 
 
4.3 Policy 
 
1. The Supervisor, employees and/or the Safety Representative with appropriate training in conducting 

accident investigations must complete an accident / incident investigation. 
 
2. The following steps shall be taken to adequately complete an incident investigation: 
 



 

 

11.0 DISCIPLINARY ACTION POLICY 

11.1 Purpose 
 

“Insert Company Name Here” is committed to ensuring the health, safety and well-being of all their 

employees, contractors, clients and visitors and visitors to their sites.  

“Insert Company Name Here” intends to provide a safe workplace for all its employees by: 

a. Developing a comprehensive occupational health, safety and welfare program; 

 

b. Assigning responsibility for compliance with all aspects of that program; 

 

c. Continuously identifying hazards in the workplace and either eliminating them or reducing the 

risk associated with them; 

 

d. Providing appropriate training, instruction and education; 

 

e. Enforcing this policy equally among employees, contractors, clients and visitors and visitors. 

 
11.2 Responsibilities 
 
“Insert Company Name Here” will ensure that company employees receive adequate direction, 
instruction and training in carrying out their duties in a safe and effective manner. Employees will be held 
responsible for following company rules and safety procedures and taking direction from their supervisor. 
 
11.3 Policy 
 
1. All “Insert Company Name Here” employees must follow all company health and safety rules, safe 

work procedures and safety policies at all times. No exceptions. 

 

2. Failure to follow company health and safety rules, safe work procedures and safety policies and any 

violation of these rules, procedures and policies may result in the following disciplinary action: 

 

a. First Offence: Will result in a verbal warning which still must be logged in the employee’s personal 
file. 

 
b. Second Offence: Will result in a written warning from the Supervisor. This letter (written warning) 

will be put into your employment file.  
 

c. Third Offence: Will result in suspension (without pay) from work. The amount of “days 
suspended” from work will depend on the nature of the safety infraction. 

 
d. Fourth Offence: Will result in immediate termination from employment. 

 



 

 

 
12.7 Follow Up 

 

1. All investigations of alleged bullying and harassment will be followed up and documented. 

 

2. Follow up will include a description of corrective actions, a time frame, and a means for dealing with 

adverse symptoms.  

 

3. The complainant(s) will be advised of the outcomes and options available. These could include 

assistance programs, training and discipline. 

 
12.8 Training 

 

1. Training for supervisors and workers will include the following:  

 

a. How to recognize bullying and harassment.  

b. How staff who experience or witness bullying and harassment should respond.  

c. Procedures for reporting, and how the employer follows up with incidents or complaints of 

bullying and harassment. 

d. Documents/form review Training will occur as required and will be included in all new and young 

employee safety orientations. 

12.9 Examples of Bullying and Harassment 
 
1. Bullying can involve negative physical contact and usually involves repeated incidents or a pattern of 

behaviour that is intended to intimidate, offend, degrade, or humiliate a particular person or group 

of people. 

 

2. Personal harassment is a form of discrimination. Harassment occurs when a person or group is 

subjected (often repeatedly) to any unsolicited, unwelcome, disrespectful or offensive behaviour that 

has an underlying sexual, bigoted, ethnic or racial connotation and can be typified as: 

 

a. Behaviour that is hostile in nature, and/or intends to degrade an individual based on personal 

attributes, including age, race, nationality, CLAIMS, family status, religion, gender, sexual 

orientation, and/or any other human rights protected grounds. 

 

b. Sexual solicitation or advance made by a person in a position to confer, grant or deny a benefit or 

advancement to the person where the person making the solicitation or advance knows or ought 

reasonably to know that it is unwelcome. 

 



 

 

a. Gas and vapour contaminants (i.e. fuel or paint). 
b. Oxygen deficiency (air low in oxygen). 
c. Any of the above hazards in combination. 

 
2. Workers required to wear respiratory equipment must be clean-shaven where the respirator seals 

with the face. 
 

3. The company will issue the proper respiratory protection for the task being performed and will 
provide each worker with a fit test. 

 

Respiratory Protection Examples 
 

Particulate Filter Cartridge Respirator 
 
 

 

Half Mask & Full Face Cartridge Respirators 
(Air Purifying) 
 

 
 
 
14.11 Fit Test 

1. Check for appropriate size of half-mask or full-face respirator (i.e. small, medium, large, x-large). 

 

2. Respirator mask should be adjusted to a comfortable fit that seals with the face. 

 

3. Use the appropriate filter cartridges for the task being performed. 

 

4. Check positive pressure – by holding hand on the exhalation valve and asking the worker to exhale as 

they normally do and ask if they can fell any air leaking where the respirator seals with the face. 

 

5. Check negative pressure – by holding hand on the inhalation valves and asking the worker to inhale 

as they normally do and ask if they can fell any air leaking where the respirator seals with the face. 

 

 



 

 

18.4 Stepladders 
 

1. Use the appropriate stepladder for the job. 
 

2. All four legs of a stepladder must be on a firm even surface. 
 

3. The spreader arms must be fully extended and in the locked position. 
 

4. Do not work off the top two rungs of a stepladder. 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

19.3 Guardrails for Scaffolds 
 

1. All scaffolds 3 m (10 ft.) or more above grade must have standard guardrails on their open sides. A 
standard guardrail consists of: 
 
a. A top rail approximately 1.1 m (19 in.) above the platform 
b. An intermediate rail centered at approximately the midpoint of the space between the 

underside of the top rail and H&D edge of the platform 
c. Vertical guardrail supports spaced not more than 3 m (10 ft.) apart for wooden scaffolding. 
d. Standard guardrails must be designed to withstand a static load of 550 N (125 lb.) applied 

laterally at any point on the top rail. 
e. Metal guardrail systems must be of height and strength equivalent to a standard guardrail. 

 

 

 

 

19.4 Toe boards for Scaffolds 
 

1. When the scaffold is installed over machinery or adjacent to workers who could be struck by falling 

material or tools, a toe board will be installed on all the open sides of the scaffold. 

 

2. In the case of blocks or bricks, precautions must be made by either extending the height of the toe 

board or by installing mesh or similar material in the space between the toe board and the guardrail 

to prevent an object from falling. 

 

3. The space between the front edge of the scaffold and the building structure must not exceed 30 cm 

(12 in.). 

 

 



 

 

1. Turn on the equipment to ensure it is running properly, unless instructed otherwise by the 
Supervisor. 
 

2. Inform the Supervisor immediately when maintenance of machinery or equipment has been 
completed.  
 

23.7 Multiple Person Lockout 
 

1. Each person working on the machinery or equipment is responsible for locking out the energy-
isolating device. 

 
2. Multiple locks can be applied with scissor adaptors. 
 
3. The first worker who applies the lock must make sure the lockout is effective and the equipment will 

NOT START. 
 
 
4. When each worker has finished maintenance, the worker removes only his or her own personal lock 

that was placed on the energy-isolating device. 
 
5. The worker who removes the last lock should check that all workers are in the clear and that the 

equipment can be safely re-started. 
 
23.8 Group Lockout 

 
1. The group lockout procedure reduces the number of locks required and saves time.  

 
2. The group lockout procedure can be used if a number of workers are working on machinery or 

equipment, particularly if a large number of energy-isolating devices must be locked out. 
 

3. A written group lockout procedure MUST BE DEVELOPED AHEAD OF TIME and must be posted at the 
place where the system is in use. 
 

4. TWO QUALIFIED WORKERS can put a personal lock on each energy-isolating device. 
 

5. Their keys MUST be placed in a key-securing system (APPROVED YELLOW LOCKOUT BOX). 
 

6. Each worker who is doing maintenance on the locked-out components must apply a personal lock to 
the YELLOW LOCKOUT BOX used by the two qualified workers. 
 

7. Each worker shall keep the key for the above locks in his/her possession until successful completion 
of the work. 

 
8. After finishing the maintenance work, each worker removes his or her personal lock from the 

YELLOW LOCKOUT BOX. 
 
 



 

 

25.0 CONFINED SPACE ENTRY POLICY 

25.1 Purpose 
 

To insure the safety of services personnel by establishing definitions of confined spaces and 

qualifications for entry 

25.2 Scope 
 
This program applies to all “Insert Company Name Here” employees required to enter a confined space. 

 

25.3 Definitions 
 
“Authorized Entry Worker”: In respect of a specific duty, a worker who, because of knowledge, training 
and experience, is capable of performing that duty safely and properly. 

“Blanking”: The absolute closure of a pipe, line, or duct by the fastening of a solid plate that completely 
covers the bore and that is capable of withstanding the maximum pressure of the pipe, line or duct with 
leakage beyond the plate. 

“Confined Space”: A fully or partially enclosed space that is not primarily designed or intended for human 

occupancy and in which, because of its construction, location or contents or work activity therein, the 

accumulation of a hazardous gas, vapour, dust or fume or the creation of an oxygen-deficient atmosphere 

may occur.  

“Confined Space Entry Permit”: The permit that provides authorization to an Authorized Entry Worker 
to enter a confined space (Program Attachment A).  

“Control Plan” A confined space entry and hazard control plan which includes methods, procedures and 

practices for controlling all hazards identified by an assessment of the hazards to which the confined space 

entrants may be exposed (Program Attachment B). 

“PPM”: Parts per million 

“Purging”: Displacing contaminants from a confined space 

“Safe Atmosphere“: An atmosphere where: 

(a) the oxygen content of the atmosphere remains at least 19.5% but not more than 23% by volume; and 

(b) the atmospheric concentration of any explosive or flammable gas or vapour does not exceed 10% of 
the lower explosive limit or 10% of the lower flammable limit of the gas or vapour; 

“Retrieval System”: The equipment (including a retrieval line, chest or full body harness, wristlets, if 
appropriate, and a lifting devise or anchor) used for non-entry rescue of persons from a confined space. 

“Tending Worker / Safety Monitor”: A worker outside a confined space that is trained and monitors the 

activities of the Authorized Entry Worker and who is able to provide assistance to workers occupying the 

confined space and who is able to summon assistance in order to initiate a rescue of such workers if 

required.  



 

 

1. Procedures for transporting injured employees shall be posted conspicuously in the First Aid Room or 
in the vicinity where the first aid kits are located.  

 
2. All occupational First Aid Attendants shall be informed of the procedures for transport.   
 
9.6 “Insert Company Name Here” First Aid Kits 
 
1. Responsibility for the maintenance of the first aid kits in vehicles shall rest with the Supervisor and/or 

the First Aid Attendant on shift.   
 
2. The Supervisor or First Aid Attendant shall be responsible for the locations first aid kits and/or first 

aid station/room.   
 
3. Periodic inspections shall be made to ensure that the first aid kits and first aid rooms are adequately 

stocked. 
 

4. These items must be kept clean and dry and must be ready to take to the scene of an accident.  
 
9.7 “Insert Company Name Here” First Aid Record Form 
 
1. First Aid Attendants are responsible for recording all injuries and manifestations of disease reported 

or treated on the “Insert Company Name Here” First Aid Record Form. 
 
2. All “Insert Company Name Here” First Aid Record Forms will be filed and kept on record for a minimum 

of 3 years. 
 
3. The following information must be recorded on each “Insert Company Name Here” First Aid Record 

Form: 
 

a. The full name of the injured worker. 

b. The date and time of injury or report of illness. 

c. The date and time the injury or illness was reported to the injured persons Supervisor or First Aid 

Attendant. 

d. Name of any witness. 

e. A description of how the injury occurred. 

f. A description of the nature of the injury or illness. 

g. A description of the treatment given, and any arrangements made relating to the injury. 

h. A description of any subsequent treatment given for the same injury or illness. 

i. The signature of the attendant or person giving first aid, and where possible, the signature of the 

employee, visitor, customer or contractor. 

 
 

 

 



 

 

16.12 Equipment Inspection and Maintenance 
 
1. Employees of “Insert Company Name Here” are required to thoroughly inspect the fall protection 

equipment including the connecting linkage, full-body harness or lifeline before each shift or use to 
ensure that is functional and safe.  
 

2. The inspection must be performed by a competent worker. The components must be inspected 
according to the manufacturer’s specifications and maintained in good working order. The 
components must be re-certified as required by the manufacturer. 
 

3. If the inspection indicates that the fall protection equipment is unsafe or damaged then it must be 
rejected and be removed from service.  
 

4. All defective components of a fall protection system must be discarded safely or repaired by and 
outsourced provider.  
 

5. “Insert Company Name Here” employees are not allowed at any time to repair the fall arrest 
systems.  
 

6. If it is determined the component cannot be repaired they must be discarded immediately.  
 

7. After a fall protection system has arrested the fall or a worker. It must be removed from service and 
not be returned to service until it has been inspected and re-certified as safe for use by the 
manufacturer or its authorized agent, or by a professional engineer. 
 

8. All components of the fall protection system must be protected from exposure to harsh conditions 
or substances that could contribute to its deterioration. 

16.13 Training 
 
1. “Insert Company Name Here” employees performing work requiring fall protection require training 

in the fall protection plan and the safe use of the fall protection system before being allowed to 
work in an area where a fall protection system must be used.  

 
2. All personnel who perform tasks that include the use of fall protection must have the proper 

combination of experience knowledge and education and be considered competent by their 
supervisor.  

 
3. A competent worker means adequately qualified suitably trained and with sufficient experience to 

safety perform work without supervision or with only a minimal degree of supervision. Supervisors 
must make sure if the worker looks unsure to get the employees to stop and ask questions. 

 
4. Workers are trained in their responsibilities to ensure that the lifeline or lanyard is free of 

imperfections, knots and splices other than end terminations, is protected by padding where the 
lifeline or lanyard passes over sharp edges and is protected from heat, flame or abrasive or corrosive 
materials during use. 

 



 

 

21.0 ELECTRICAL SAFETY POLICY 

 
21.1 Purpose 
 
Electricity can be our best friend — or our worst enemy. When handled improperly, electricity can injure 
or kill. Injuries can range from shock to severe burns. Injuries and fatalities can occur from accidents 
involving low voltages or from high voltages, usually from contact with high-voltage power lines. 
 
The purpose of this policy is to ensure all “Insert Company Name Here” contractors and/or sub-
contractors are aware of the dangers of working around and on energized low-voltage equipment and 
near high-voltage conductors. 
 
21.2 Policy 
 
1. When work is being done on or near live exposed parts of installations, equipment, or conductors, 

the workers shall wear the proper personal protective equipment and have a written safe work 
procedure in place. 
 

2. No employee shall open or close any circuit unless he / she is thoroughly competent and has full 
knowledge concerning the circuits affected and given ample warning to other workers who may be 
endangered. 
 

3. The worker shall stand on the opposite side to the hinge of a switch box when opening or closing a 
circuit. 
 

4. The worker shall never use their bare fingers to determine a live wire. 
 

5. Do not work on conductors until you know the voltage. 
 

6. Do not depend on the insulating cover of wires. 
 

7. Electrical equipment and lines shall always be considered as being “live”. Always test, isolate, and 
ground prior to your work. 
 

8. The worker shall never use steel rules near energized systems. 
 

9. Never wear jewellery or other metal objects while working on energized systems. 
 

10. Fuse pullers or rubber gloves shall be used to insert or extract fuses. 
 

11. Whenever possible, disconnect and de-energize power before working on any electrical equipment. 
 

12. When it is absolutely necessary to work on or near live "circuits", always place yourself in a position 
so that a shock or slip will not bring you in contact with live parts (2nd point of contact). 

 



 

 

15.5 Potential Emergencies 
 

The following potential emergencies have been identified in hazard assessments 

1. Fire 2. Major Chemical Spill 
3. Explosion 4. Earthquake 
5. Accidental Release of Toxic Substances 6. Floods  
7. Major Structural Failure 8. Serious Injury 

 
15.6 Muster Station (Assembly Point) 
 

In case of emergency evacuation, all employees will safely exit the building(s) through the nearest exit 

point and assemble at the nearest muster station. It will be the responsibility of the site Supervisor to 

ensure employees are educated on the location of each muster station on each different work site. 

15.7 Muster Station Location 
 

1. The muster station for “Insert Company Name Here” will vary depending upon each worksite. 

 

2. All employees must be educated on the location of the muster station for each location prior to 

commencing work. 

 

3. The location of the muster station is located: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

15.0 COVID 19 SAFETY POLICY 

15.1 Policy 
 
1. Any “Insert Company Name Here” employee who is ill and/or showing flu like symptoms will remain 

at home and not come into work as there is a high risk of infecting other. It is recommended to also 

contact their local health care provider immediately. 

 

2. If an employee falls into one of the categories below, the employee will follow he advice from the 

Canada Centre of Disease Control and Public Health Authorities across Canada: 

 

a. If you have COVID-19. If you are sick with COVID-19, you need to stay home. Contact your local 

health care provider to get advice immediately. 

 

b. If you have traveled internationally. The Public Health Agency of Canada advises that if you 

have travelled to Hubei Province, China, Iran, or Italy, you are asked to self-isolate for 14 days 

after the day you left the area. If you are returning from an affected area, stay home and limit 

contact with others for a total of 14 days. Monitor yourself daily for symptoms like fever, cough 

or difficulty breathing for these 14 days. If you develop symptoms speak with your health care 

provider to discuss any need for testing and follow up. 

 

The Canada Centre for Disease Control is asking people arriving anywhere from outside of 

Canada to self-isolate, and monitor for symptoms for 14 days after arrival in Canada. People 

arriving from Hubei Province, Italy or Iran are asked to take extra measures to limit their 

contact. 

 

If you have travelled outside Canada, monitor yourself and your family closely for symptoms like 

fever, cough, and difficulty breathing for a total of 14 days from your return. If any symptoms 

arise, limit contact with others and speak with your health care provider. 

 

c. If you have been in contact with a person infected with COVID-19.  If you have had close 

contact with an infected person you are at high risk of exposure. The Public Health Agency of 

Canada recommends that in these circumstances, you voluntarily home quarantine (self-

isolation), with mandatory quarantine depending on circumstances, and practice hand hygiene, 

respiratory etiquette, cleaning, and self-monitoring. 

 

3. Employees are to be advised to not mask any symptoms of exposure even if they are mild symptoms 

or have had to take simple medications such as Tylenol. Workers showing any COVID-19 symptoms 

are not to come into work under any circumstances. 

 

If an employee is confirmed to have COVID-19, “Insert Company Name Here” will inform the other 
employees of their possible exposure to COVID-19, without disclosing names or details of the 

 



 

 

 
15.13 Contact with a Confirmed Case of COVID-19 
 
1. If a confirmed case is identified in your workplace, the designated public health services will provide 

advice to: 

 

a. Any employee that has been in close face-to-face or touching contact 

 

b. Anyone talking with or being coughed on for any length of time while the employee was 

symptomatic 

 

c. Anyone who has cleaned up any bodily fluids 

 

d. Close friendship groups or workgroups 

 

e. Any employee living in the same household as a confirmed case 

 

2. Contacts are not considered cases and if they are feeling well, they are very unlikely to have spread 

the infection to others: 

 

a. Those who have had close contact will be asked to self-isolate at home for 14 days from the last 

time they had contact with the confirmed case and follow the advice they will be actively 

followed up by the designated public health services 

 

b. If they develop new symptoms or their existing symptoms worsen within their 14-day 

observation period they should call the designated public health services for reassessment 

 

c. If they become unwell with cough, fever or shortness of breath they will be tested for COVID-19 

 

d. If they are unwell at any time within their 14-day observation period and they test positive for 

COVID-19 they will become a confirmed case and will be treated for the infection 

 

e. Staff who have not had close contact with the original confirmed case do not need to take any 

precautions other than monitoring their health for flu-like symptoms and can continue to attend 

work. 

 

3. A confirmed case of COVID-19 in the workplace will cause anxiety among co-workers and some may 

become stressed. Clear communication is important, directing workers to reliable sources of 

information about COVID-19. Managers should be supportive and understanding and as far as 

possible flexible on working arrangements. 

 
 
 


